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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Through  its  early  history,  cognitive  neuroscience  largely  followed  a modular  paradigm  wherein  high-level
cognitive  functions  were  mapped  onto  locally  segregated  brain  regions.  However,  recent  evidence  drives
a continuing  shift  away  from  modular  theories  of cognitive  brain  function,  and  toward  theories  which  hold
that cognition  arises  from  the  integrated  activity  of large-scale,  distributed  networks  of brain  regions.  A
growing  consensus  favors  the  fundamental  concept  of this  new  paradigm:  the  large-scale  cognitive  brain
network, or  neurocognitive  network.  This  consensus  was  the  motivation  for  Neurocognitive  Networks
2010  (NCN  2010),  a conference  sponsored  by the  Cognitive  Neuroscience  Program  of  the  National  Science
Foundation,  organized  by  Drs.  Steven  Bressler  and  Craig  Richter  of Florida  Atlantic  University  (FAU),  and
held at FAU  in Boca  Raton,  FL  on January  29–30,  2010.  NCN  2010  gathered  together  some  of  today’s
esting-state
onnectivity
ynamics
odeling
ynamical systems
ynergy

leading  investigators  of neurocognitive  networks.  This  paper  serves  to review  their  presentations  as  they
relate to the  paradigm  of  neurocognitive  networks,  as well  as to  compile  the emergent  themes,  questions,
and possible  future  research  directions  that arose  from  the  conference.
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. Emergence of a paradigm

A gradual shift from localizationist theories of cognitive brain
unction to a distributed network paradigm has been evident
hroughout the history of cognitive neuroscience, and neuropsy-
hology before it (Luria, 1966; Mesulam, 1990, 1981; Pavlov,
949; Wernicke, 1874/1977). However, this shift has come to

crucially, brain function in relation to the execution of cognitive 

tasks. Increasingly, and partly in response to the criticism that 

neuroimaging simply provides a modern version of phrenology 

(Uttal, 2001), these characterizations have grown in sophistica- 

tion from the simple mapping of cognitive abilities onto individual 

brain regions (i.e. localizationism) to the quantification of spatially 

distributed patterns of brain activity and correlation, and their evo- 
Please cite this article in press as: Meehan, T.P., Bressler, S.L., Neurocogn
Rev. (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002

rue fruition only recently with the emergence, development, and
ow widespread use, of non-invasive neuroimaging methodolo-
ies, which have allowed researchers to more fully characterize
patiotemporal patterns of both human brain structure and,
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lution over time (Raichle, 2003). 

With increasingly sophisticated investigative methods and 

improved understanding, it has become clear that the human brain, 

both anatomically and functionally, has a large-scale network orga- 

nization (Bressler, 1995; Bressler and Menon, 2010; Bressler and 
itive networks: Findings, models, and theory. Neurosci. Biobehav.

Tognoli, 2006; Mesulam, 1998, 2000; Sporns et al., 2005). Moreover, 55

with both preexisting and newly acquired evidence from electro- 56

physiological recordings complementing imaging-based analyses, 57

the view is emerging that brain networks are dynamic entities 58
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hat exist and evolve on multiple temporal as well as spatial scales
Bressler and Tognoli, 2006). We  argue that by virtue of both their
natomical and functional architectures, as well as the dynamics
anifested through these architectures, large-scale network func-

ion underlies all cognitive ability. These large-scale brain networks
hat support cognitive function are called neurocognitive networks
Bressler, 2008; Mesulam, 1990). With this mindset, Neurocog-
itive Networks 2010 (NCN 2010), a conference held on January
9–30, 2010 at Florida Atlantic University, gathered together some
f the foremost researchers working in this paradigm. In this
aper, we highlight and review some of the important themes that
merged out of the conference, and offer our own synthesis of these
hemes as they relate to the present state and future direction of
he neurocognitive network paradigm.

For the discussion that follows, we must first review some of
he fundamental concepts concerning brain networks that come
rom general network theory. A network is a physical system which
hows graph-like properties, where a graph is simply a collection
f pairs of objects, known as nodes and edges. Subnetworks of a
etwork and the connections between them map  onto graph nodes
nd edges, respectively (Bressler and Menon, 2010).

The brain, with its large set of distributed regions and even
arger set of pathways between them, is a physical system that
an fruitfully be treated as a network. Brain networks, with their
onstituent nodes and edges, may  be defined in either an anatomi-
al or functional sense. In anatomically defined large-scale brain
etworks, structural nodes may  be considered as brain areas
efined with respect to cytoarchitectonics, local circuit connec-
ivity, output projection commonality, or input projection source
ommonality, whereas structural edges may  be considered to be
ong-range axonal-fiber pathways that synaptically connect these
reas (Bressler and Menon, 2010). Despite these heuristic criteria,
here is still no standardized definition either for an anatomical
ode or edge. As a consequence, many different methods are cur-
ently in use for these definitions, with diverse trade-offs existing
or each (Zalesky et al., 2010).

In functionally defined large-scale brain networks, optimal defi-
itions of nodes and edges are perhaps even more difficult to obtain.
istorically, functional nodes were inferred through neuropsycho-

ogical methods, whereby a cognitive deficit was  correlated with
he lesion of a discrete brain region. The localizationist interpre-
ation is that the loss of a damaged region causes its cognitive
unction to be lost. The network view, by contrast, considers a
amaged region to be a node of a network supporting a cognitive
unction: loss of a network node may  have a wide range of conse-
uences. At one extreme, the function may  be maintained by the
etwork despite loss of the node. At the other extreme, functional
ilencing of the network may  result from the damaged node, in the
henomenon of diaschisis.

Current neuroimaging and electrophysiological methods allow
or the definition of functional nodes as discrete regions showing
levated metabolic activity (in PET), blood flow (in fMRI), spectral
ower (in LFP, ECoG, or MEG), or elevated firing rate (in single-
nit or multi-unit recording) in correlation with performance of a
ognitive function. Although it is common practice in neuroimag-
ng studies for a collection of co-activated nodes to be considered
s the brain network underlying a cognitive function, the actual
efinition of a brain network requires the identification of edges
see below) as well as nodes (Bressler and Menon, 2010). Because
eightened regional activity may  be revealed through these differ-
nt recording modalities, one obstacle to the optimal definition of

 functional node is an incomplete understanding of how height-
Please cite this article in press as: Meehan, T.P., Bressler, S.L., Neurocogn
Rev. (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002

ned activity revealed by one modality relates to that revealed
y another. Another problem is that the proper identification of

 functional node may  not be by the elevation of activity within
he node, but rather by the elevation of correlation with other
 PRESS
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nodes. It is known, for example, that changes in spectral coher- 

ence between distributed neuronal assemblies may  occur without 

changes in spectral power. 

The definition of functional edges in brain networks is sim- 

ilarly problematic. Historically, functional network edges were 

conceived of as largely abstract connections between nodes. In 

current usage, functional edges are measured as statistically sig- 

nificant functional interdependency in either the time domain (as 

cross-correlation of fMRI activity) or the frequency domain (as 

spectral coherence or phase synchronization of fMRI, LFP, ECoG, 

or MEG  activity). Because of differences between the recording 

modalites which reveal these interdependencies (e.g., neuroelec- 

tric vs. blood flow) and between their respective timescales (i.e., 

from milliseconds to minutes), integrating evidence across them 

presents a particularly challenging obstacle to the optimal defini- 

tion of a functional edge. Furthermore, because a functional edge
may  be observed between nodes that are not connected by a direct
anatomical pathway, the precise relation between that functional
edge and the underlying anatomical connectivity may  be unclear 

(Mesulam, 2012).
The general issue of the relation between structural and func- 

tional brain networks was  one of the many themes consistently 

touched upon at NCN 2010. However, before returning to this 

problem, we shall first consider a set of more basic questions that 

provided the general motivation for the conference. The first ques- 

tion is fundamental: does cognition require networks, and if so, 

why? The answer hinges on the relation between distributed and 

serial processing in the brain. The developing view of cognition is 

that it is marked by both dynamic flexibility and context sensitivity 

(Bressler and McIntosh, 2007; Minai et al., 2010). Strictly serial pro- 

cessing in the brain may  be too rigid to account for either of these 

features. Functional brain networks, on the other hand, by virtue of 

the vast number of potential interactions that they allow through 

the dynamic linking of nodes, permit both dynamic flexibility and 

context dependence of cognitive information expression, and are 

thus ideal candidates for the implementation of cognitive func- 

tion. Context-dependent processing is an important phenomenon 

that was  originally discovered by Freeman and colleagues in the 

olfactory system (Barrie et al., 1996; Freeman, 2003; Skarda and 

Freeman, 1987). 

Given these arguments for the fundamental importance of neu- 

rocognitive networks to the understanding of cognition, the second 

question arises: how best to study them? To begin with, neu- 

rocognitive networks are clearly manifestations of the anatomical 

structure of the brain, and in this sense are constrained by the 

brain’s architecture (Bressler, 2008; Sporns and Tononi, 2007). 

While NCN 2010 did not include a discussion devoted to the 

anatomical structure of neurocognitive networks, the structure- 

function question was  a well-acknowledged theme and we  will 

consider it further in this paper. Secondly, as remarked upon above, 

neuroimaging methodologies (most notably fMRI) have allowed 

the large-scale spatial mapping of brain activity in relation to 

cognitive tasks, and have thus been fruitful in describing neu- 

rocognitive network function. However, while fMRI gives accurate 

spatial resolution, its temporal resolution allows for description 

of slow dynamics only. Because neurocognitive network dynam- 

ics unfold on a millisecond timescale, electrophysiological studies 

are currently necessary to achieve the requisite level of tempo- 

ral resolution. Empirical studies using these two  major recording 

modalities, neuroimaging and electrophysiology, both inform and 

are informed by neurocognitive network models, which aim to 

explain the spatiotemporal behavior of neurocognitive networks
itive networks: Findings, models, and theory. Neurosci. Biobehav.

through simulation. Ultimately a synthesis of empirical findings 187

with neurocognitive network models may contribute to the formu- 188

lation of general principles and thus lay a theoretical foundation for 189

understanding the network basis of cognition. 190

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002
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With these broad trends in mind, NCN 2010 was organized into
our general sections: function, dynamics, modeling, and theory. As
hese divisions were based largely on speakers’ preferred method-
logies, they were mainly divisions of convenience, and thus a
onsiderable number of themes arose that transcended one or more
f these basic categories. The purpose of this paper is thus twofold:
1) to highlight some of the more salient points—made by individual
peakers and perhaps echoed by others—from within each section,
nd (2) to formulate some emerging principles and open questions
cross the sections, in order to assess both the current state and
uture direction of the neurocognitive network paradigm. As such,
his paper follows the organization of the conference, and includes
n additional closing section devoted to synthesis and speculative
onclusions.

. Network function

The stimulus-response paradigm historically has played a
rominent role in investigations into the neural basis of cogni-
ion. This paradigm involves measuring the brain activity evoked
y a stimulus or preceding a response during task performance in
omparison to that observed during a ‘baseline’ control condition.
eliance on this paradigm is based on the view that brain function is
ostly driven by exogenous demands, a perspective that has been

alled the ‘reflexive’ view (Raichle, 2009b, 2010). In this view, the
ontrol condition activity is treated as background noise to be sub-
racted out. An opposing view holds that most brain activity is not
riven by exogenous demands, but rather by endogenous, or ‘intrin-
ic’, ones (Raichle, 2009a, 2010). From this viewpoint, meaningful
ctivity patterns may  arise without a stimulus, or even without a
ask being performed. While the ‘reflexive’ view has produced a
ast body of literature and important insights into the nature of
he brain activity underlying cognition, it is incomplete because it
eglects the possibility of an intrinsic (non-task-dependent) orga-
ization of functional brain networks, a possibility which has been
epeatedly confirmed in recent years.

Intrinsic functional brain networks are collections of brain
egions showing statistically interdependent activity patterns at
est. In a seminal meta-analysis of PET studies, Shulman et al. (1997)
evealed a highly robust pattern of neocortical deactivations during
oal-directed behavior, anchored in the medial prefrontal cortex
mPFC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), and the precuneus. This
attern of deactivations—the first convincing demonstration of an

ntrinsic network—has come to be known as the Default Mode
etwork (DMN) (Raichle et al., 2001) and has since been shown

o display coherent, heightened activity during self-referential
ehavior such as retrieval of autobiographical memory, and self-
onitoring (Buckner et al., 2008). Moreover, DMN  regions display

orrelated slow (∼0.1 Hz) fluctuations of the fMRI BOLD signal dur-
ng the resting state, using a technique known as resting state
unctional connectivity MRI  (fcMRI) (Fig. 1) (Fox et al., 2005;
ransson, 2005). Intriguingly, it has recently been appreciated that
he DMN is just one of many networks recoverable in the resting
tate with fcMRI. FcMRI studies have shown that many resting state
etworks correspond closely to those previously shown to underlie

 range of cognitive tasks; accordingly these may  be called intrinsic
eurocognitive networks.

The existence of the DMN  and other intrinsic neurocognitive
etworks suggests that task-evoked shifts in the brain’s metabolic
ctivity are perhaps more subtle and nuanced than what were
reviously assumed to be substantial increases in activity from
Please cite this article in press as: Meehan, T.P., Bressler, S.L., Neurocogn
Rev. (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002

n inactive background state. Indeed, it was demonstrated long
go that cognitive activity is associated with only small devia-
ions (less than 5%) from the brain’s resting metabolic activity level
Sokoloff et al., 1955), a resting level which itself accounts for a
 PRESS
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disproportionately high amount of the body’s total oxygen usage 

when considering the weight of the brain relative to that of the 

body (Raichle, 2010). These facts suggest that brain activity is not 

primarily triggered by a task, but rather is highly intrinsic, chang- 

ing only slightly in response to stimuli. Crucially though, it may  

not be the relative magnitude of change that is most important for 

characterizing the relationship between intrinsic and task-evoked 

activity. Rather, it is likely the changing spatiotemporal pattern, or 

dynamic functional network organization, which best characterizes 

this relationship. Indeed, the discovery of the DMN  suggests that 

the resting state is characterized by stable spatiotemporal activity 

patterns whose task-related deactivations represent shifts to new 

stable patterns. 

The concept of intrinsic neurocognitive networks is currently 

shaping new thinking about the dynamic relationship between 

networks that manifest intrinsically in the resting state and those
that manifest in response to cognitive tasks. With respect to this
development, an overarching question is that of how an intrin-
sic functional mode switches dynamically to a stimulus-responsive 

mode. One putative model involves three key neurocognitive net-
works: the DMN; the ‘Salience Network’ (SN), whose key nodes are 

the right Frontal Insular Cortex (rFIC) and the dorsal Anterior Cin- 

gulate Cortex (dACC); and the ‘Central Executive Network’ (CEN), 

whose key nodes are the DorsoLateral PreFrontal Cortex (DLPFC) 

and the Posterior Parietal Cortex (PPC) (Bressler and Menon, 2010; 

Seeley et al., 2007). The latter two of these three networks are 

often co-activated in response to salient stimuli, but are dissociable 

through an independent component analysis (ICA) of resting state 

fMRI BOLD (Seeley et al., 2007). In demonstrating a strong causal 

effect from the rFIC (belonging to the SN) toward regions of the CEN 

during a set of salience-detection tasks, as well as during a rest- 

ing condition, Sridharan et al. (2008) suggest that this region plays 

a critical role in switching between two networks in response to 

salient events, and that it may  also facilitate spontaneous switching 

from DMN  to CEN activity. This putative switching mechanism rep- 

resents a possible bridge between so-called ‘endogenously driven’ 

behavior associated with the DMN  and ‘exogenously driven’ behav- 

ior associated with attention and executive networks such as the 

CEN, and as such offers a clue as to how inter-network dynamics 

are fluidly orchestrated as conditions demand. 

This link between outwardly and inwardly directed attentive 

states also relates deeply to the general and enduring question 

of the nature of attention itself. Attention has been shown to be 

amenable to a network-based approach for many years (Mesulam, 

1981), but more comprehensive network models have emerged 

only recently with the aid of neuroimaging evidence. A key notion of 

these models is that attention can be divided into at least two com- 

plementary processes: bottom-up, or salience-driven attention, 

and top-down, or goal-driven attention. Further, these processes 

are seen to rely on dissociable networks (Corbetta et al., 2008; 

Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). Newly emerging fcMRI evidence 

suggests that, within top-down processes, a similarly dissociable 

set of network-based processes exists: the complementary pro- 

cesses of top-down enhancement and suppression of information. 

These fcMRI studies reveal that during a selective attention task 

where two  stimuli (e.g., images of a face and a scene) are presented 

simultaneously, the Fusiform Face Area (FFA) and the Posterior 

Parahippocampal Area (PPA) are involved in distinct functional net- 

works depending on which information type (i.e., the face or scene) 

the task requires, and whether that information must be ignored 

or remembered (Chadick and Gazzaley, 2011). Furthermore, areas 

belonging to the DMN—the mPFC and the PCC—show higher func- 
itive networks: Findings, models, and theory. Neurosci. Biobehav.

tional connectivity with the FFA if the task requires one to ignore 316

a face, and similarly show higher functional connectivity with the 317

PPA if the task requires one to ignore a scene (Chadick and Gazzaley, 318

2011). This suggests a flexible sensitivity and dissociability of 319

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002
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Fig. 1. Brain networks revealed by resting state functional connectivity MRI (fcMRI). Each blue dot represents a location of a seed. The time series of the fluctuating BOLD
signal  from the seed is then correlated with those from voxels across the whole brain. The results are maps showing networks of regions that have intrinsically correlated
h insic nQ4
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ith permission from Raichle (2011). MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; BOLD, bl

egend, the reader is referred to the web  version of the article.)

op-down attention networks in response to not only task demands,
ut also to the particular content embedded in those demands.
hus, this illustrates what may  be a general property of neurocog-
itive networks, which is that they form fluidly and dynamically,
nd are composed of different sets of nodes depending on envi-
onmental demands. One implication of this is that neurocognitive
etworks are unlikely to fit with rigid definitions, but rather must
e considered with respect to the context in which they occur (see
ection 5).

The functional connectivity of DMN  areas during attentionally
emanding tasks also presents the puzzling question of why these
reas are associated with the top-down suppression of information,
nd by extension, why the resting state, which is characterized by
MN activity, may  involve such suppression. An intriguing possibil-

ty is suggested by recent electrophysiological evidence (Popa et al.,
009), showing that LFP power in intrinsically active and stimulus-
esponsive regions of the feline brain is anti-correlated between
aking and REM sleep states only 20% of the time. Furthermore,

ingle-unit firing rates in intrinsically active regions are higher
uring attentionally demanding tasks, suggesting that intrinsically
ctive regions may  facilitate attentional processes associated with
ask processing. Further still, information suppression may  be a
ey function of intrinsically active regions during the resting state,
Please cite this article in press as: Meehan, T.P., Bressler, S.L., Neurocogn
Rev. (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002

choing the suggestion made by Gazzaley (2010) during NCN 2010
hat the resting state is made possible by suppression of both inter-
ally and externally distracting information, and that a key function
f the DMN  may  be to facilitate this suppression. An extension
etworks have also heightened, coherent activity in task performance. Reproduced
xygen dependent signal. (For interpretation of the color information in this figure

of this proposal is that attention may  not be solely a property of 

conscious awareness, and that, even in the resting state, which is 

typically associated with reduced awareness, the brain is still atten- 

tive (Raichle, 2011). This provocative idea is clearly linked to the 

view that the brain’s function is mainly intrinsic. 

The existence of intrinsic networks is generally supported by 

recent fcMRI findings that task-related neurocognitive networks 

are observable in the resting state. One notable example is that of 

the intrinsic face-processing network. Face-processing was once 

thought to be localized to a single region, the FFA, because it shows 

robustly heightened activity to faces in comparison to other objects. 

Now, however, it is realized that face processing is in fact supported 

by a distributed neurocognitive network, of which the FFA is a sin- 

gle, albeit important, node. Recent analysis of this face-processing 

network in the macaque monkey has revealed some notable fea- 

tures of face-processing and some general principles of intrinsic 

neurocognitive network function. Microstimulation of different 

nodes in the macaque face-processing network has revealed strong 

functional interdependence among bilateral “face patches” within 

areas TE and TEO (Moeller et al., 2008). In addition, Ungerleider 

(2010) reported at NCN 2010 that fcMRI between anterior and 

posterior face patches reveals robust resting state functional con- 

nectivity in the macaque. Interestingly, single-unit recordings show 
itive networks: Findings, models, and theory. Neurosci. Biobehav.

that face-selective neurons are distributed throughout the ven- 370

tral temporal cortex, and are not simply contained within regions 371

having heightened fMRI BOLD responses. Nonetheless, while face 372

selectivity is shown by only ∼30% of neurons outside of the 373
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MRI-defined network, it is shown by ∼70% of neurons within the
etwork (Bell et al., 2011).

These findings on face processing not only demonstrate the
ntrinsic connectivity of neurocognitive networks in the resting
tate, but also reveal an agreement between single-unit and fMRI
OLD measures of neurocognitive network function. At the same
ime, the single-unit measurements point to the truly distributed
ature of processing of a complex form such as a face. That is,
hough they occur less frequently, the presence of face-selective
eurons outside of the defined network suggests more diffuse
oundaries to the nodes of the network as compared to those
erived from fMRI definitions. This leads to the question of whether
his is a general feature of neurocognitive networks. If so, it is pos-
ible to conceive of a model of network architecture wherein nodes
ontain a higher proportion of task-specific neurons, and therefore
ontribute most crucially to network function, while areas sur-
ounding these nodes contain task-specific neurons, but in lower
roportion, and therefore likely contribute to a lesser degree. How
uch diffuse distributions may  relate to the functional definition
f nodes through the use of fcMRI remains an open and important
uestion, and one which may  relate more generally to the use of
esting state fcMRI to explore the relationship between intrinsic
nd task-evoked network connectivity.

. Network dynamics

Cognition, and the neurocognitive networks that support it,
volve continuously in real time on the timescale of milliseconds.
ast dynamic processing is thought to be essential for the adaptive
exibility that is required of cognition (Bressler, 1995; Bressler and
ognoli, 2006). Because neuroimaging techniques measure signals
elated to the metabolic processes associated with neural activity,
nd because they do so using relatively low sampling rates, they are
ot adequate to capture the fast dynamics of neurocognitive net-
ork function. To characterize the spatio-temporal patterning of

hese fast dynamic neural processes first requires that simultane-
us electrophysiological observations (i.e. single-unit, multi-unit,
FP, EEG, or ECoG) be recorded from multiple, spatially distributed
lectrodes. From such recordings, it is then possible to measure the
unctional interdependency of neurocognitive network activity on

 fast time scale. This type of analysis has led to the repeated obser-
ation of elevated phase synchronization of oscillatory network
ctivity in distributed regions. This phenomenon may  represent

 mutual, rhythmic excitability that provides an optimal window
or inter-regional communication, and thus distributed processing
Fries, 2005). The investigation of fast, distributed brain activity
nderlying cognition has a substantial history, and many find-

ngs support the hypothesis that transient, synchronous activity
etween multiple brain regions represents the dynamic manifes-
ation of neurocognitive networks for specific cognitive functions.

Neurocognitive network dynamics are often discussed in terms
f rhythmic activity in different frequency ranges. The standard def-
nitions for these ranges come from human EEG recordings: delta
0.1–3.5 Hz), theta (4–7.5 Hz), alpha (8–12 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz), and
amma  (above 30 Hz) (Niedermeyer, 1999). However, the precise
efinitions of these ranges can vary with species, cortical area, and
ehavioral condition. In the rodent olfactory system, for example,
he following definitions have been used: theta (∼1–12 Hz), beta
∼15–30 Hz), and gamma  (∼40–100 Hz) (Kay et al., 2009) (note
he absence of delta and alpha). Likewise, a cross-species compar-
son of gamma rhythms from the olfactory system revealed a wide
Please cite this article in press as: Meehan, T.P., Bressler, S.L., Neurocogn
Rev. (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002

ange of frequencies, including frequencies below the standardly
efined range (Bressler and Freeman, 1980). Furthermore, within

 single species, different brain regions may, by virtue of the local
hysiology and cytoarchitecture, produce different characteristic
 PRESS
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frequencies, which are often treated as subranges (e.g. gamma1, 

gamma2). In general, no comprehensive system yet exists to char- 

acterize the frequency content of rhythmic brain activity. Instead, 

multiple conventions exist for different brain areas and species. For 

particular discussion of human neocortical rhythms, the standard 

ranges defined above are appropriate. 

While the list of cognitive functions suggested to depend on 

neurocognitive network dynamics is long, we focus first on a 

few examples highlighted during NCN 2010. To begin, many elec- 

trophysiological studies have shown that distributed brain areas 

display coherence in different frequency bands during sensory 

sampling, and thus suggest that these areas synchronize their activ- 

ity in order to process sensory information. For instance, LFPs in 

the rodent olfactory bulb (OB) and piriform cortex (PC) are coher- 

ent in the beta frequency range during odor sampling in a go/no-go 

task, suggesting that a long-range, dynamic link between these two
structures underlies task performance (Martin et al., 2004). Fur-
thermore, beta oscillations in both structures are reduced when
long-range centrifugal pathways to the OB are inactivated (Martin 

et al., 2006) (Fig. 2). These findings suggest that beta oscillations
depend upon the integrity of long-range connections, and that 

interregional coherence in the beta range may  be an important 

signature of neurocognitive network interaction. 

In contrast to these sensory-related dynamic networks, record- 

ings taken during tasks that demand higher executive functions 

reveal synchronous activity between frontal and parietal neocor- 

tical regions. For example, in macaques performing a delayed 

match-to-sample task, LFP and unit recordings show beta- 

frequency coherence between prefrontal and parietal recording 

sites that increases in magnitude over the course of the delay 

period and reaches its peak just before the presentation of the sam- 

ple, at which time it is disrupted (Gray, 2010). This delay-period 

coherence may  be interpreted as working memory, attention, 

anticipation, or a combination of these, but crucially it suggests 

the existence of a dynamic large-scale network that links these 

distributed regions and facilitates the execution of a cognitively 

demanding behavior. A similar fronto-parietal network may also 

underlie the high-level ability of decision-making, particularly with 

respect to the choice of target of a motor action. In macaques, 

LFP and unit recordings from the dorsal premotor area (PMd) and 

the parietal reach region (PRR) reveal higher degrees of coherence 

between these regions during task conditions in which choices 

between targets are made freely, as compared to those that must be 

made in a predetermined sequence (Pesaran et al., 2006). Because 

both the delayed match-to-sample and the free choice tasks require 

that sensory information be used to guide motor actions, it is not 

surprising that the fronto-parietal networks that underlie these 

behaviors should include sensory and motor cortices. These find- 

ings also square well with complementary evidence from human 

fMRI studies of visual spatial attention, which show correlated 

activity between prefrontal and parietal regions (Corbetta and 

Shulman, 2002), as well as causal influences from both regions 

to sensory neocortex (Bressler et al., 2008). Taken together, these 

findings appear to confirm that distributed networks underlie 

cognitively demanding or executive capabilities, and that these 

networks arise dynamically with task demands. 

While phase synchronization is a putative mechanism for 

optimal communication between brain regions, the spectral 

composition of electrophysiological signals suggests a further rela- 

tionship between brain, behavioral, and environmental rhythms. 

A well-established example of this again comes from the olfactory 

system. When rodents engage in sniffing behavior, their respira-
itive networks: Findings, models, and theory. Neurosci. Biobehav.

tion occurs at a frequency that is within the theta range (4–12 Hz); 499

LFP recordings collected from the OB during sniffing also oscil- 500

late largely in this frequency range, and thus are also known as 501

respiratory rhythms (Kay and Stopfer, 2006). Though the precise 502
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Fig. 2. Time-frequency plots showing mean Z-scores for power in the gamma and beta ranges in the OB, APC, and PPC during rat olfactory sampling behavior. Odor onset
occurs  at time 0. Top: the control condition shows high beta activity associated with odor onset, especially in OB. Bottom: inactivation of the medial olfactory peduncle by
l ectio
s egrity
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idocaine injection disrupts afferent connections to the OB, including feedback conn
pontaneous gamma  activity increases. Beta activity appears to depend on the int
artin et al. (2006).  OB, olfactory bulb; APC, anterior piriform cortex; PPC, posterio

hysiological details are not fully understood, the OB respiratory
hythm is thought to be driven by the sensory activation that occurs
ith each sniff. Furthermore, olfactory gamma  oscillations appear

s bursts towards the end of the respiration cycle at the transi-
ion between inhalation and exhalation, ‘riding the crest’ of the
heta-band respiratory rhythms (Kay et al., 2009). A similar theta-
amma  coupling has been observed in the human ECoG (Canolty
t al., 2006). This observation is consistent with the purported gen-
ral phenomenon of phase-amplitude coupling (He et al., 2010),
hich may  have important general implications for the attentive
rocessing of sensory stimuli.

Phase-amplitude coupling is supported by observations that (1)
hen visual stimuli are presented to a subject in a rhythmic stream

t a frequency in the delta-frequency range, delta-frequency oscil-
atory LFP activity appears in visual neocortex in phase with that of
he stimulus stream, and that (2) LFP power at higher frequencies
s selectively elevated at the negative phase of the delta rhythm

hen such stimuli are presented (Lakatos et al., 2008). Thus, the
hase of low-frequency oscillations may  both modulate the ampli-
ude of higher-frequency oscillations and become phase-locked to
Please cite this article in press as: Meehan, T.P., Bressler, S.L., Neurocogn
Rev. (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002

hythms in the sensory environment. Such a mechanism might
erve to ensure optimal excitability of critical sensory neocortical
etwork nodes at the moment of important sensory events (Fig. 3).
ns from APC and PPC, and a corresponding disruption of beta activity is seen while
 of connections between the OB and APC/PPC. Reproduced with permission from
orm cortex.

This putative mechanism, which Schroeder (2010) described as 

‘active-sensing’ at NCN 2010, and has also been called a ‘rhyth- 

mic  mode’ of attention (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009), supports 

the concept of sensory neocortex as an inherently anticipatory or 

‘expectant’ system (Bressler, 2004), which continuously maintains 

a model of the future for optimal response. However, this rhyth- 

mic  mode is likely to only be effective for perception and action 

in environments that contain temporally predictable features, and 

thus may be suspended in environments that contain temporally 

unpredictable features. In the latter, increased vigilance is neces- 

sary and may  be effected by switching to a ‘continuous mode’ of 

attention (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009), in which low-frequency 

delta oscillations are suppressed and high-frequency gamma oscil- 

lations become more dominant. If correct, this theory has clear 

implications for task design: tasks that employ arrhythmic patterns 

of stimulus presentation may  bias subjects towards a continuous 

attention mode (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009). Insofar as the con- 

cept of phase-locking to an external stimulus in the rhythmic mode 

represents the reorganization of ongoing brain activity, it is consis- 

tent with the view of intrinsic brain function discussed above. 
itive networks: Findings, models, and theory. Neurosci. Biobehav.

It is not just phase-locking to an external stimulus at delta- 546

range frequencies that is potentially important for understanding 547

the dynamics of neurocognitive networks. Interregional phase 548
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Fig. 3. Proposed relationship between oscillatory phase, neuronal excitability, and
stimulus events. (A) A putative relationship between LFP phase of a local neuronal
population and action potential firing rate, which here is high during optimal and
low during non-optimal phases. (B) When superimposed, traces from single trials
show random ambient phases, which reset and align following a stimulus presen-
tation (time zero, arrow). (C) Response amplitudes to sensory events are highly
variable during the pre-stimulus period, are enhanced during optimal phase, and
are  suppressed during non-optimal phase. (D) A stereotypical complex waveform,
when broken into its component frequencies, reveals low-frequency phase modu-
l
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ynchronization over a higher range of frequencies, as measured
y LFP coherence, is also crucial. As discussed above, interregional
hase synchronization in the beta-frequency range, appears to
lay a role within the olfactory system in olfactory discrimina-
ion, and within the fronto-parietal system in working memory.
ot only is interregional LFP coherence useful for understand-

ng the spatial organization of large-scale network dynamics, it
ay  also imply communication between brain regions in the net-
ork. Also mentioned above is the proposal by Fries (2005),  which
olds that elevated LFP coherence actually represents communica-
Please cite this article in press as: Meehan, T.P., Bressler, S.L., Neurocogn
Rev. (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002

ion between regions. If in fact heightened LFP coherence between
egions reflects windows of mutual excitability that facilitate the
ransfer of information, then it may  represent a general coordinat-
ng mechanism of neurocognitive network dynamics. Given that
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the LFP reflects dendritic processing of input to a region, while 

spiking activity reflects the output (Pesaran, 2009), it may turn out 

that studies measuring coherence between LFP and spike record- 

ings will further enhance our understanding of the dynamics of 

input/output relations between regions, and refine our picture of 

interregional communication. Measures that reveal the direction 

of interregional influence, such as Granger causality, are also likely 

to further our understanding of how networks achieve distributed 

processing through different dynamic patterns of communication. 

4. Network modeling 

Because they are complex entities that manifest important 

features on multiple temporal and spatial scales, neurocognitive 

networks are amenable to a wide array of modeling approaches that
reside at different levels of abstraction. As with any putative model
of a complex system such as the brain, various tradeoffs accompany
the particular choices that the modeler must make with respect 

to these different levels, and likewise with respect to the theo-
retical framework in which the modeling technique is embedded. 

At NCN 2010, discussions centered on models incorporating graph 

theoretical measures of whole-brain connectivity, physiologically 

realistic circuits capable of oscillatory dynamics, nonlinear dynam- 

ical systems of competing networks, and multiscale computer 

simulations capable of high-level cognitive processes. Each of these 

approaches is able to capture different organizational and dynam- 

ical features of both neurocognitive networks and the cognitive 

processes which they underlie. Likewise each approach incorpo- 

rates different degrees of detail and biological verisimilitude as 

their respective theoretical frameworks allow. Furthermore, this 

wide range illustrates the pivotal position in which the paradigm 

of neurocognitive networks sits, at the intersection of different lev- 

els of description, from neurons to brain regions to the mind. Thus, a 

key challenge for the neurocognitive network paradigm is to locate 

and assemble the deep relationships between the different levels 

and features that models can capture. In discussing the modeling 

approaches highlighted during NCN 2010, we attempt to develop 

some of these relationships in this section. 

As was mentioned in the introduction, the basic network con- 

cept is derived from the field of mathematics known as graph 

theory. Beyond providing the descriptive framework of nodes and 

edges, graph theory offers a host of measures that may be used to 

characterize neurocognitive networks (Sporns, 2010b). One  area in 

which graph theory is proving useful is in describing large-scale 

anatomical networks in the brain. Anatomical data are compiled 

from animal tract-tracing databases such as CoCoMac, or, as has 

been done more recently, are generated from human subjects by 

first parcellating the brain into many regions, then mapping the 

fiber tract connections between these regions using diffusion ten- 

sor or spectrum imaging (DTI/DSI). The results are then subjected 

to graph theoretic analysis (Hagmann et al., 2008). In recent years, 

this type of analysis has yielded some general topological features 

of the brain’s large-scale anatomical connectivity. 

One of the most consistent findings in the study of brain 

networks is that the brain displays small-world features in its large- 

scale anatomical topology. Small-world networks, a concept first 

introduced by Watts and Strogatz (1998),  occupy a topological 

space between completely regular and completely random net- 

works. More specifically, small-world networks show a particular 

relationship between two graph theoretical measures known as 

the characteristic path length and the clustering coefficient. These
itive networks: Findings, models, and theory. Neurosci. Biobehav.

two measures relate to the average topological distance between 622

two nodes in a network, and the tendency for nodes to be highly 623

interconnected in small, localized groups, respectively. In small- 624

world networks the former is minimal while the latter is maximal. 625
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any real-world networks appear to display features consistent
ith this small-world topology, and graph theoretical analyses of

arge-scale anatomical brain networks have revealed these features
s well (Hagmann et al., 2008; Sporns et al., 2004). The predomi-
ant interpretation of the small-world nature of brain networks

s that the high clustering coefficient reflects functionally special-
zed modular structures while the low characteristic path length
eflects a low number of synapses in the cortico-cortical fiber tract
onnections separating any two of these modules (Sporns et al.,
004). Thus, the small-world topology is said to reflect a critical
alance between anatomical segregation and integration (Sporns
nd Tononi, 2007).

Because it allows for distributed processing between distant
rain regions, the small-world topology appears to be an ideal
ubstrate for the manifestation of neurocognitive networks. How-
ver, there is little direct evidence that neurocognitive networks
ctually take advantage of this topology (Bullmore and Sporns,
009). Indeed, the extent to which anatomical topology constrains
r enables neurocognitive network function and dynamics remains
nclear. With respect to this question, one analysis (Hagmann et al.,
008) of large-scale anatomical connectivity from a DSI dataset
sed graph theoretic measures to suggest that a small set of neocor-
ical regions composed a structural core network that was highly
onnected to the rest of the neocortex. The regions appeared to
epresent ‘hubs’, able to interconnect segregated regions and inte-
rate information among them. The set of hubs, which included
ostly posterior medial and parietal regions, also showed strong

esting state functional connectivity that included posterior com-
onents of the DMN. This study and others (Van Den Heuvel
t al., 2009), suggest that resting state functional networks reflect
he underlying structural connectivity of the brain. However, fur-
her comparison of anatomical and functional connectivity showed
hat anatomical connectivity, while predictive of functional con-
ectivity, frequently does not explain the observed functional
onnections between regions (Honey et al., 2009) (Fig. 4). Fur-
hermore, in a simulation of spontaneous neuronal dynamics on

 network topology modeled after the large-scale connectivity of
he macaque brain, functional connectivity at long timescales was
hown to largely reflect anatomical connectivity, but at shorter
imescales significant fluctuations in functional topology occurred.
or example, intermittent interregional phase synchronization was
bserved at the fastest time scale (∼100 ms)  (Honey et al., 2007).
n sum, these analyses suggest that anatomical connectivity con-
trains functional connectivity, but cannot account for it fully.
oreover, since these studies were concerned mainly with resting

ynamics, and therefore did not address the question of task-
elated dynamics, the relation between task-related dynamics and
natomical connectivity remains to be investigated.

Two further issues regarding graph theoretical analyses are rel-
vant. The first is that knowledge of anatomical connectivity in the
uman brain (Sporns et al., 2005) is still embryonic: at NCN 2010,
porns compared the current state of the human connectome to

 map  of the world circa 1570 (Sporns, 2010a). This comparison
eflects in part the still developing methods for measuring connec-
ivity, which are subject to error and limited precision. The second
s the fundamental question, addressed in Section 1, of the optimal
efinition of nodes. In the anatomical parcellation of imaging-
ased graph theoretical analysis, the definition of nodes, although

nformed by anatomical features, is to some degree arbitrary. How
 node is defined may  significantly affect the graph theoretic mea-
ures associated with it and ultimately the network to which it is
ssigned. Furthermore, properties intrinsic to the node may signif-
Please cite this article in press as: Meehan, T.P., Bressler, S.L., Neurocogn
Rev. (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002

cantly affect its dynamics, complicating the relationship between
natomical connectivity and functional dynamics. While the find-
ng that nodes having similar extrinsic connectivity patterns
how similar functional properties suggests that node function is
 PRESS
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topologically defined, varying local physiological properties, which 

may  depend upon intrinsic connectivity patterns, may nonetheless 

produce different dynamics. Thus, although graph theoretic anal- 

yses have revealed many important organizational properties of 

large-scale brain networks, the question of how these properties 

relate to the neurodynamics of cognition will likely require more 

detail from complementary approaches. 

One approach that may  provide a more precise picture of net- 

work dynamics is that of biophysical modeling of the oscillatory 

behavior of local cortical circuits, also known as cell assemblies 

(but see Buzsáki (2010) for an alternative view). As discussed above, 

local cortical areas are capable of producing rhythmic voltage oscil- 

lations at different frequencies, but the significance and utility of 

these different frequencies remain largely unclear, and an under- 

standing of their physiological origin may  prove crucial in this 

regard. Gamma  oscillations have been suggested to be involved
in binding both local and distributed populations of neurons into
groups of coherent activity, which may  be considered as dynamic
cell assemblies (Harris et al., 2003; Olufsen et al., 2003). Modeling 

studies suggest that gamma  oscillations ‘tune’ cell populations, thus
enabling a sharp distinction between those cells that participate in 

an assembly and those that do not (Olufsen et al., 2003). In addition 

to creating cell assemblies, gamma  oscillations may  also be ‘protec- 

tive’ (Kopell et al., 2011), so that assemblies displaying the gamma 

rhythm in response to a strong input appear to suppress the for- 

mation of other assemblies that may  form in response to weaker 

input, suggesting that the gamma rhythm suppresses distracting 

information in attentional processes (Börgers et al., 2005). How- 

ever, such competition suggests that gamma  oscillations may  not 

be conducive to the binding of information from different stimuli, 

or for maintaining temporally separated pieces of information in 

memory (Kopell et al., 2011). 

Indeed, evidence suggests that phase synchronization of oscil- 

lations in the beta frequency range is more important than that of 

gamma  oscillations for the interregional binding that takes place in 

neurocognitive networks. The phase synchronization of beta oscil- 

lations between temporal and parietal cortices has been associated 

with long-distance binding in multimodal perception (von Stein 

et al., 1999). Furthermore, one simulation study found that activity 

in the gamma  range did not appear to persist after driving input 

was removed, whereas a switch to beta oscillations allowed activ- 

ity to persist in the absence of driving input; this persistent beta 

activity may  represent a ‘trace’ of the input that serves as a kind of 

working memory (Kopell et al., 2011). In vitro studies suggest that 

the switch from gamma  to beta activity occurs as an interaction 

between gamma  oscillations in superficial neocortical layers and 

beta2 (20–30 Hz) oscillations in deep layers, such that the period 

of the two frequencies concatenates to produce beta1 (14–20 Hz) 

oscillations (Roopun, 2008; Roopun et al., 2006). A temporal switch 

from gamma  to beta oscillations has been observed in both human 

EEG (Haenschel et al., 2000) and intracranial recordings (Tallon- 

Baudry et al., 2001). 

Kramer et al. (2008) constructed a neocortical circuit model 

that may  shed light on the physiological mechanism underly- 

ing this dynamic switch. Their model consists of two  oscillators 

which correspond to the gamma-producing superficial neocortical 

layers and the beta2-producing deep neocortical layers, respec- 

tively. The superficial oscillator contains three types of cells: 

regular-spiking (RS, excitatory), basket (B, inhibitory), and low- 

threshold-spiking (LTS, inhibitory). The wiring scheme in this 

layer enables the production of pyramidal-interneuron-network- 

gamma  (PING) oscillations. The deep oscillator contains one type of
itive networks: Findings, models, and theory. Neurosci. Biobehav.

cell, an intrinsic-burster (IB, excitatory), each containing four com- 754

partments (apical and basal dendrites, soma, and axon). This layer 755

is capable of producing beta2 oscillations by virtue of the intrin- 756

sic properties of the IB cells. The deep oscillator sends excitatory 757
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ig. 4. Agreement between graph theoretic measures of structural and resting stat
SI  tractography and denoting SC strength between 998 cortical regions, correlate 

or  a computational model based on the SC couplings observed in subjects. Reprodu

rojections which drive the B and LTS cells of the superficial oscilla-
or, and the resulting inhibitory activity is capable of disrupting the
amma  rhythm. The model of these layers constitutes an artificial
eocortical column that is capable of producing coexistent gamma
nd beta2 rhythms. Further, upon addition of a global modulator
modeled after NBQX, an AMPA receptor antagonist) it collectively
isplays a switch to a global beta1 rhythm that is consistent with
he temporal dynamics originally observed in experimental results
Roopun, 2008). Crucially, the mechanisms that govern both the
oexistent and global rhythms are sensitive to a range of physio-
ogical parameters—e.g. synaptic connectivity patterns and current
ynamics—suggesting that the dynamics of the circuit are intri-
ately and non-trivially linked to the underlying physiology.

To summarize, beta and gamma  oscillations appear to have
ifferent functional capabilities in cortex. The switch from coex-

stent gamma and beta2 to global beta1 oscillations implies that
he cortex is able to: (1) manifest temporal memory as ongoing
eta oscillations; (2) engage in long-distance coordination by phase
ynchronization of those oscillations across cortical regions; and (3)
ind multimodal features by interregional phase synchronization
ithout competition between inputs (Kopell, 2010). Since experi-
ental evidence shows that beta oscillatory phase synchronization

s involved in cognitive functions such as visual short-term mem-
ry (Tallon-Baudry et al., 2001), sentence comprehension (Weiss
t al., 2005), and sensory-motor integration (Lalo et al., 2007), these
unctions appear to be dependent on the dynamic properties of
ortical cell assemblies, which may  represent the nodes of neu-
ocognitive networks. As discussed above, detailed physiological
odeling suggests that the dynamics of cortical cell assemblies are

ependent on non-trivial circuit interactions. It therefore may  be
rucial to understand the local circuit physiology of large-scale cor-
ical network nodes in order to fully understand the operations of
eurocognitive networks.

The question of how local circuits are related to large-scale net-
ork nodes underscores a crucial aspect of neurocognitive network

unction: a full understanding will most likely require observations
nd models that span multiple spatial, temporal, and organiza-
ional scales. Thus, neurocognitive networks may  have a nested
tructure, whereby nodes contain levels of complexity at progres-
ively more microscopic scales, and processes at all these lower
evels may  contribute to function at the macroscopic scale. With
espect to modeling, the modeler is often forced to select a single
cale that fits best with a phenomenon to be studied. However, as
omputational power increases, it is becoming increasingly possi-
le to implement multi-scale models as computer simulations. As
e discuss next, these simulations may  be particularly useful for
Please cite this article in press as: Meehan, T.P., Bressler, S.L., Neurocogn
Rev. (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002

onnecting fine-scale, or low-level, phenomena, such as neuronal
piking, with large-scale or high-level cognitive behaviors, such as
anguage-based reasoning and inductive rule generation.
tional connectivity (SC, rsFC). (A) Normalized, unitless weight values, derived from
artially with those for rsFC in one adult participant. (B) A similar correlation holds
penly from Honey et al. (2009). DSI, diffusion spectrum imaging.

One such type of computer simulation model, known as the 

dynamic spiking network (DSN), is a set of interconnected yet dis- 

crete populations of artificial spiking neurons. Because the DSN 

incorporates fine-scale neuronal dynamics as well as a large-scale 

network structure, it can accommodate a wide range of empirically 

derived, biologically realistic features such those taken from neu- 

rotransmitter, neurophysiological, and fMRI data (Stewart et al., 

2012; Stewart and Eliasmith, 2011). In one DSN implementa- 

tion, Eliasmith (2004) modeled typical human performance on the 

Wason card sorting task (Wason, 1966), a task in which subjects 

must find the minimal necessary examples in a set that suffice to 

validate a given rule governing that set. Though the task may  be 

performed on purely syntactic grounds, rendering the particular 

content of the set trivial, human performance is typically content- 

sensitive, improving greatly if the content relates to concrete (e.g. 

social rules) rather than abstract relations (Wason and Shapiro, 

1971). The DSN model—which consisted of 20,000 spiking neurons 

distributed across nine populations, and incorporated empiri-
cally derived dynamics and Hebbian learning principles—was not 

only able to reproduce this ‘content effect’ during learning trials 

(Eliasmith, 2004), but also, after learning, was able to maintain 

performance when the content was  subsequently changed, dis- 

playing the ability known as ‘syntactic generalization’. Thus, the 

model was  able to capture both an idiosyncratic human reason- 

ing bias, as well as a relaxation of this bias in response to change. 

In a later simulation, a DSN composed of 60,000 spiking neurons 

showed the ability to perform well in a task of inductive rule gen- 

eration known as Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM). Similarly to 

the Wason model, the RPM model reproduced effects typically dis- 

played by humans, such as learning over time and nondeterministic 

performance (Rasmussen and Eliasmith, 2011). More recently, a 

DSN with 2.5 million neurons has been developed that is able to per- 

form eight different cognitive tasks, from visual perception through 

to motor control, without altering the structure of the network. 

This network captures inductive learning and syntactic generaliza- 

tion, as well as precise matches to changes in ventral striatum spike 

patterns during reinforcement learning (Eliasmith, in press). 

The fact that a collection of artificial spiking neurons is able 

to capture these high-level phenomena suggests the utility of the 

DSN model, as well as the power of the network structure which 

it employs. By virtue of its multiple scales, the DSN model allows 

for predictions regarding microscale neural phenomena, such as 

single cell spiking patterns and LFPs (Macneil and Eliasmith, 2011; 

Singh and Eliasmith, 2006); macroscale neural phenomena, such as 

correlations across neuronal populations or the effect of artificial 

lesions (Lerman et al., 2005; Stewart et al., 2011); and behavioral 
itive networks: Findings, models, and theory. Neurosci. Biobehav.

phenomena, such as performance error rates (Choo, 2010), reaction 853

times (Stewart and Eliasmith, 2011), or variation in performance 854

across time with learning (Eliasmith, 2005). Thus, the DSN model 855
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emonstrates how macroscopic and microscopic phenomena may
e incorporated into a single framework (Eliasmith, 2007). Simi-

arly, other simulation models may  be able, for example, to relate
ocal circuit dynamics to the large-scale topology dealt with by
raph theory.

Another modeling perspective discussed at NCN 2010 is the
ynamical systems approach to neurocognitive networks. We focus
ere on one particular dynamical systems model (Izhikevich, 2007;
elso, 1995; Schöner, 2008), in which the evolution in time of brain
ctivity associated with a task or behavior is represented as a tra-
ectory in phase space. Each point in this phase space is considered
o represent a particular brain state. Some points, regions, or sub-
rajectories of the phase space that are more stable than others are
alled attractors, and, if unperturbed, the system tends to evolve
owards an attractor. Although the dynamics of neurocognitive
etworks are likely to contain attractor states, it is unlikely that
hese attractors are of the well-known stable fixed-point or limit-
ycle variety. The problem with stable fixed-point and limit-cycle
ttractors for describing neurocognitive network dynamics is that
hey represent states or sequences of states to which the system
volves and does not leave, or can leave only after a large pertur-
ation. Rather, neurocognitive networks are better conceived as
anifesting metastable states (Rabinovich et al., 2008a).  Although
etastable states are attractive, they are not truly stable attrac-

ors. Rather, they are only stable with respect to certain directions
f the trajectory, and thus the system evolves towards them along
hese directions and spends preferentially more time in their vicin-
ty of phase space (Kelso, 1995; Rabinovich et al., 2008a). Yet, they
re unstable with respect to other directions, and thus the sys-
em is capable of leaving the vicinity of one metastable state along
hese directions and moving to another one. The trajectories fol-
owed by these state transitions are known as transients.  In complex
ystems such as the brain, metastability is a generic phenomenon
Rabinovich, 2010).

Metastability is a crucial property for brain dynamics that allows
or a number of dynamical features, perhaps the most crucial of
hich is the transitioning between states as part of a sequence

Bressler and Kelso, 2001). As discussed above, neurocognitive net-
orks must be able to transition from one state to another (see

ection 2). State transitions have been clearly demonstrated to
ccur in sensory stimulus encoding by the observation that a par-
icular sequence of states of distributed activity in sensory cortex
eliably corresponded to a particular stimulus (Jones et al., 2007),
nd they are likely to occur in other cognitive functions as well.
he robustness of these reproducible sequences raises a funda-
ental question concerning brain function: how can the brain be

obust against noise yet simultaneously sensitive to informational
nputs (Rabinovich et al., 2000)? For example, the close correspon-
ence between state sequences and stimuli argues for sensitivity
o inputs; however, across trials containing the same stimulus, the
iming of the transitions within these sequences may  vary, which
uggests robustness to noise. Reproducible sequences have been
o shown to underlie many animal behaviors (Galán et al., 2004;
aurent et al., 2001; Levi, 2003), and they may  prove to be foun-
ational for human cognition (Rabinovich et al., 2012; Rabinovich
t al., 2010; Roelfsema et al., 2003; Zylberberg et al., 2010).

From the dynamical systems perspective, a mathematical object
nown as a Stable Heteroclinic Channel (SHC) may  account for
etastable states, and the fast, reproducible transients between

hem (Afraimovich et al., 2004; Rabinovich et al., 2008b),  and as
uch may  account for state sequences. An SHC exists in a high-
imensional phase space as a set of trajectories which are in
Please cite this article in press as: Meehan, T.P., Bressler, S.L., Neurocogn
Rev. (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002

he vicinity of a heteroclinic skeleton, and which run between
addle sets (metastable fixed points or limit-cycles) (Rabinovich
t al., 2008b)  (Fig. 5). Here, the topology of the trajectories run-
ing between the saddle sets (metastable states) varies with the
network activation. Reproduced openly from Rabinovich et al. (2008b). (For inter-
pretation of the color information in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of the article.)

particular stimulus or behavior, while the SHC itself, as an object 

in phase space, is structurally stable and constrains the trajectories 

(Rabinovich et al., 2008b). Thus, modeling the dynamics of large- 

scale networks by the SHC ensures that the system manifests both 

sensitivity to inputs and robustness to noise. 

Another important feature of the SHC model is that it allows the 

transitions between metastable states to be facilitated by compe- 

tition. Different states of neurocognitive networks are conceived 

to be in continuous competition (Rabinovich et al., 2008a),  and 

their competitive dynamics may  be described by a dynamical model 

known as winnerless competition (WLC) (Afraimovich et al., 2004). 

As the name implies, WLC  describes a competitive landscape in 

which no single state prevails, but rather in which a constant 

fluctuation between competing states occurs. The fact that WLC  

arises naturally out of the SHC suggests the SHC’s utility in mod- 

eling neurocognitive network switching phenomena as emerging 

from the brain’s metastable dynamics. Thus, these dynamical sys- 

tems models may  be powerful tools for describing the sequences of 

large-scale brain network states that underlie cognition. We further 

address some theoretical implications of the idea of sequencing in 

the following section. 

5. Towards a comprehensive theory of neurocognitive 

networks 

Although the empirical basis for neurocognitive networks has 

expanded dramatically over the past few decades, there remains 

a wide gulf between our current understanding of neurocognitive 

network structure, function, and dynamics and a deeper under- 

standing of their true significance for human behavior. To bridge 

this gulf will require the ongoing development of a cohesive the- 

ory that explains neurocognitive networks and generates a set of 

testable hypotheses about how they operate. Ultimately, any theory 

of neurocognitive networks must be able to account for activity at 

multiple temporal and spatial scales and be consistent with the- 

ories of learning, development, and evolution, as well as other 

theoretical frameworks. Furthermore, development of neurocog- 

nitive network theory may  potentially lead to a unified framework 
itive networks: Findings, models, and theory. Neurosci. Biobehav.

for the neural network basis of all complex mental function. In the 958

future, such a unified framework could lead to a reconceptualiza- 959

tion of such traditional categories as perception, action, cognition, 960

and emotion as common and overlapping expressions of network 961
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tructure, function, and dynamics (Minai et al., 2010). In this final
ection, we discuss some emerging neurocognitive network princi-
les, beginning with the possible significance of the intrinsic brain
etwork.

As mentioned in Section 2, intrinsic brain networks are demon-
trable by functional connectivity analysis of resting state fMRI
ata. These networks are intriguing because they often overlap with
etworks that are evoked by stimuli or tasks, and because they are
emarkably robust across individual subjects. Hence, they suggest a
ossible relationship between the brain’s intrinsic and task-evoked
unctional organization, which in turn suggests deeper organiza-
ional principles of brain function. However, since the behavioral
ignificance of intrinsic networks is currently unclear, we next dis-
uss four hypotheses offered at NCN 2010 which speak to this issue
also, see Fox et al. (2006)).

The first hypothesis is the most straightforward: that intrinsic
etworks reflect underlying anatomical connectivity patterns. As
entioned in Section 4, this hypothesis has received partial sup-

ort: as shown by DTI tractography, regions that are most strongly
natomically connected also tend to be most strongly functionally
onnected (Honey et al., 2009). Along these lines, a putative “struc-
ural core” of highly anatomically connected brain regions appears
o coincide with elements of the DMN  (Hagmann et al., 2008).
his hypothesis also most readily accounts for the consistency of
ntrinsic network organization across subjects by attributing it to a
pecies-specific pattern. However, Honey et al. (2009) found only a
artial agreement between anatomical and functional connectivity,
ith significant functional connections occurring between areas
here no underlying direct anatomical connection was detected.

hese incongruous cases presumably may  be accounted for by
ndirect connections: for example, in the macaque monkey, left
nd right V1 and V2 show strong intrinsic functional connectiv-
ty despite the absence of interhemispheric connections between
hem, and thus are likely connected indirectly through area MT,
hich does have interhemispheric connections (Vincent et al.,

007).
To fully understand the basis for such cases will require a pre-

ise synaptic connectivity map  of the human brain; however, such
 map  does not yet exist, and fiber-tract imaging (DTI and DSI) may
ever be able to produce one. Tract-tracing studies in monkeys at
est provide only a homologous map  from which human connectiv-

ty may  be inferred, and in any case a complete map  does not even
xist for the monkey. It is important to note, then, that the incon-
ruities between anatomical and functional connectivity datasets
ay  be a result of the incomplete and coarse nature of the former,

specially those based on DTI/DSI. That is, it is conceivable that
recise synaptic connectivity data, by revealing indirect pathways,
ould produce full agreement between anatomical and functional
onnectivity patterns. To this end, a true human connectome may
equire a rededication of efforts to tract-tracing in human brain
pecimens (Mesulam, 2012). However, based on presently available
ndings, it appears that (large-scale, tractography-based) anatom-

cal connectivity constrains the functional patterning of intrinsic
etworks, but does not account for it fully (see Section 4).

The consideration of synaptic connectivity leads to the sec-
nd hypothesis, which is that intrinsic networks reflect not only
pecies-specific large-scale anatomical connectivity, but also the
ynaptic connectivity of the individual member of the species as
odified by experience. Compared with the first hypothesis, this

ypothesis better helps to explain why intrinsic network integrity
orrelates with individual task performance (Hampson et al., 2006;
ewis et al., 2009a; Seeley et al., 2007). Meanwhile, consistency
Please cite this article in press as: Meehan, T.P., Bressler, S.L., Neurocogn
Rev. (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002

cross subjects might still be due to developmental (Fair et al.,
009) and environmental factors common to the species, as well
s to species-specific anatomical connectivity. An interesting pre-
iction generated by this hypothesis is that environmental or
 PRESS
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developmental histories that are specific to certain subpopula- 

tions of a species will cause those populations to express intrinsic 

networks having different connectivity strengths. Though to our 

knowledge a systematic exploration of this question has not been 

conducted, at least two studies have reported increased intrinsic 

connectivity in schizophrenic patients and their unaffected siblings 

as compared to healthy controls (Liu et al., 2012; Whitfield-Gabrieli 

et al., 2009), demonstrating a subpopulation difference in intrinsic 

network expression that may  be due to genetic, developmental, 

or environmental influences. Finally, because they both ultimately 

rest upon synaptic connectivity, the second hypothesis can be 

conceived as an extension of the first: while the first holds that 

intrinsic network patterning emerges from the evolved species- 

specific anatomical connectivity, the second allows for experience 

to ‘sculpt’ this patterning beyond that which is hard-wired by 

evolution. At least one study (Lewis et al., 2009b)  offers support
for this by showing that, after undergoing a learning paradigm,
subjects displayed altered functional connectivity between task-
related regions at rest. 

For the third hypothesis, we start by noting that intrinsic net-
works are commonly inferred from interregional correlation of 

slow (<0.1 Hz) fluctuations of the fMRI BOLD signal. Evidence sug- 

gests that these slow fluctuations bear a phase relationship to 

events occurring in the environment, similar to that proposed 

for the delta-frequency oscillations discussed in Section 3. For 

example, in a visual attention task, the V1 BOLD response was 

phase-locked to a cued stimulus even if the stimulus was absent 

following the cue (Ress et al., 2000). Similarly, changes in V1 

cerebral blood volume phase-adjusted to coincide with varying 

inter-stimulus intervals, also independently of the presence of the 

stimulus (Sirotin and Das, 2009). Hence, it appears that slow hemo- 

dynamic fluctuations, by entraining to environmental rhythms, 

reflect an anticipatory mechanism in the brain. This leads to the 

third hypothesis, which is that intrinsic BOLD fluctuations reflect a 

constantly maintained state of anticipation by large-scale networks 

of the brain (Raichle, 2011). 

The fourth hypothesis relates to the idea of phase-amplitude 

coupling, as was  described in Section 3. In addition to the ECoG 

theta-gamma phase-amplitude coupling discussed there, spectral 

power across a wide range of frequencies (1–40 Hz) is modulated by 

the phase of slow (<0.1 Hz) fluctuations in EEG recordings (Monto 

et al., 2008) (Fig. 6). Moreover, in ECoG recordings, phase-amplitude 

coupling has been demonstrated in an upward progression across 

the frequency spectrum (He et al., 2010). Although, to our knowl- 

edge, an explicit coupling has not been shown between any 

electrophysiological signal and the BOLD signal, it is likely that, 

given the similarity between the two signals, such a coupling exists. 

In fact, a common correlation structure between slow potentials 

and the BOLD signal has been reported (He et al., 2008). Taken 

together, these findings suggest a connection between electrophys- 

iological activity—across a wide range of frequencies— and the 

slow, intrinsic fluctuation of the BOLD signal. Thus, on the whole, 

and similar to the ‘rhythmic mode’ hypothesis discussed in Section 

3, the fourth hypothesis is that intrinsic brain networks facilitate, 

in an anticipatory manner, windows of optimal mutual neuronal 

excitability between networked regions, leading to dynamic and 

instantaneous interregional communication. 

These four hypotheses are not mutually exclusive, and in fact 

they serve to illustrate the multiple timescales on which networks 

are organized. They roughly correspond to the four timescales dis- 

cussed by Bressler and Tognoli (2006) (Fig. 6): the first hypothesis 

corresponds to the phylogenetic timescale, where neurocognitive
itive networks: Findings, models, and theory. Neurosci. Biobehav.

network function is modulated by the evolution of species-specific 1090

anatomical connectivity; the second to the ontogenetic timescale, 1091

where neurocognitive network function is influenced by develop- 1092

ment and learning; the third to the short-term (seconds to minutes) 1093
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Fig. 6. Coupling of higher-frequency oscillations to ISFs. In EEG recordings, ampli-
tudes of 1–40 Hz oscillations (colored lines) modulate according to the phase of an
ISF  (0.01–0.1 Hz) and also mirror changes in behavioral performance (black line). ISFs
inhabit a similar frequency range as that of the fluctuating BOLD signal, suggesting
the latter may  bear a similar phase-relationship to higher frequency oscillations and
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ehavioral performance. Reproduced with permission from Monto et al. (2008).  ISF,
nfra-slow fluctuation.

imescale, where neurocognitive network function is shaped by
ngoing cognitive functions such as anticipation and working
emory; and the fourth to the fast (sub-second) timescale, where

eurocognitive network interactions undergo the instantaneous
ransformations that manifest cognitive function under constraint
y influences at all the slower timescales. Thus, the neurocogni-
ive network is a unifying construct that may  serve as an interface
etween evolutionary, developmental, learning, and cognitive the-
ries. For example, one may  conceive of evolution, development,
earning, and cognition as temporally nested processes that all
ffect neurocognitive network dynamics in such a way  as to opti-
ize behavioral adaptability.
With respect to these multiple timescales, the ideas of

tate-sequencing and state-switching mentioned above (Sections
 and 4, respectively) are particularly relevant. As discussed
bove, neurocognitive networks may  exist in different metastable
tates, and undergo state transitions in a sequence. Whereas
e discussed switching in the context of the transition from

he resting-state DMN  to the task-associated CEN, the resting
tate itself possesses intrinsic temporal dynamics of its own
s well, whereby intrinsic network states undergo momentary
table states with transitions between them. An illuminating ani-
ation (ftp://imaging.wustl.edu/pub/raichlab/restless brain), pre-

ented at NCN 2010 illustrates the sequencing of metastable states
n a slow timescale by mapping the fMRI BOLD signal on the brain
urface. In contrast to this slowly evolving image, intrinsic dynam-
cs on a fast timescale have been investigated through the use of
EG and MEG  recordings. This line of research has demonstrated
hat the resting state (as well as task-driven states) is composed
f a rapid sequence of spatial distributions of electric potential,
nown as ‘microstates’ (Lehmann et al., 1998) or ‘frames’ (Freeman,
006), which remain stable for around 100 ms  and then tran-
ition abruptly to the next state (Freeman, 2006; Lehmann and
ichel, 2011; Lehmann et al., 2009; Lehmann et al., 1998). These
icrostates are consistent with the SHC model discussed above

Section 4) and may  epitomize the concept of metastable state
ransitions. Furthermore, several studies have shown that only four
uch states, with robust across-subject topographies, prevail in the
EG (Koenig, 2002; Wackermann et al., 1993), a finding that is remi-
iscent of the across-subject robustness of intrinsic BOLD networks.

ndeed, one possibility is that intrinsic BOLD networks and EEG
icrostates are signatures of metastable brain state sequences on
Please cite this article in press as: Meehan, T.P., Bressler, S.L., Neurocogn
Rev. (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002

low and fast timescales, respectively. Another intriguing possibil-
ty comes from Britz et al. (2010),  who showed that spontaneous
EG microstates, when convolved with the hemodynamic response
 PRESS
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function, are spatially correlated with intrinsic BOLD networks, 

suggesting that observed intrinsic BOLD network dynamics may  

actually be a misleadingly slow manifestation of the underlying 

rapid electrophysiological intrinsic dynamics. In any case, the rela- 

tionship between state sequences at slow and fast timescales is 

highly intriguing and is an area that deserves more attention. 

A useful concept that relates these multiple timescales and their 

respective influences is that of the synergy, defined as a coordinated 

functional grouping of structural elements that may  be triggered 

to act as a coherent unit (Kelso, 2009). Applications of this con- 

cept to brain function have begun to appear recently. For example, 

(Minai et al., 2010) propose that autonomous behavior in complex 

organisms arises from two  main sets of synergies: a peripheral set 

consisting of sensory and motor systems, and a core set consisting 

of higher structures of the central nervous system, especially the 

thalamus, basal ganglia, hippocampus, cerebellum, and neocortex.
The key difference between these sets is the degree of plasticity or
flexibility that each putatively affords to behavior: the peripheral
set owes its configuration mainly to evolutionary and developmen- 

tal processes, and is thus relatively inflexible, whereas the core set
is amenable to reconfiguration within the lifespan of the organism, 

and thus affords much greater flexibility. In this framework, intelli- 

gent, autonomous organisms are those whose core synergies have 

evolved a greater capacity for flexible reconfiguration and are thus 

privy to a greater repertoire of behaviors through the interaction 

of the core and the periphery. 

This coupling between the core and the periphery accords with 

another idea that has been increasingly recognized as crucial to 

an understanding of cognition: that of embodiment. The view of 

embodiment treats the brain and the body as forming an integrated 

system, and thus considers brain function, including high-level cog- 

nition, within the context of somatic function (Minai et al., 2010). 

In taking this embodied view, Minai et al. (2010) propose that 

autonomous organisms, such as humans, comprise a system of mul- 

tiscale networks that span and interconnect both brain and body 

(i.e. core and peripheral synergy sets), and out of which syner- 

gies arise and interact sequentially (see Section 4) to facilitate all 

perception, action, and cognition. Thus, in this view, these three 

traditionally separated categories become common expressions of 

network function in a brain-body system. 

A clear relation may  be drawn between the concept of syn- 

ergies and another useful concept for describing brain networks, 

namely the cognit (Fuster, 2006). A cognit is a unit of knowledge 

that resides in the brain as a network of neuronal assemblies that 

become associated by experience through Hebbian synaptic mech- 

anisms (Fuster, 2009). The units of knowledge that cognits are taken 

to represent range from simple percepts or motor acts to more 

complex and abstract perceptual memories or behavioral plans. 

Furthermore, this range is thought to be hierarchically organized 

in the cortex, with the simplest cognits occupying mainly primary 

sensory and motor areas, and with increasingly complex percep- 

tual and executive cognits occupying progressively higher levels in 

posterior and frontal hierarchies, respectively. Additionally, heter- 

archical connections within and between hierarchies are thought 

to facilitate the perception-action cycle (Fig. 7). 

Cognits are constrained to act as a unit to contribute to neu- 

ral computations requiring knowledge representation. However, 

cognit nodes are not restricted to participate in any single cog- 

nit, but rather may  be shared among cognits, resulting in a vast 

array of possible combinations of nodes. By virtue of this huge num- 

ber of possible combinatorial configurations, cognits may flexibly 

incorporate perceptual and executive knowledge of all types, from
itive networks: Findings, models, and theory. Neurosci. Biobehav.

gistic features, their dynamic properties may  usefully be described 1202

in terms of synergies. Nonetheless, the two entities diverge in 1203

some important respects. First, synergies may  accommodate any 1204
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Fig. 7. The multiple timescales of neurocognitive network organization. The evolutionary process of phylogenetic modulation produces species-specific patterns of anatom-
ical  connectivity. These patterns undergo further ontogenetic modulation throughout the lifetime of the organism through development and experience. Short-term
m logene
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odulations—such as in attention, emotion, or working-memory—constrain phy
ion  or depression of certain synaptic connections. Within these constraints, instan
he  four hypotheses regarding intrinsic networks overlay in part with these timesc

lements as their components (e.g. gene, neuron, muscle), while
ognits are strictly defined as collections of neural components in
he cerebral cortex. Second, as neural entities, a key property of cog-
its is that they are established as knowledge representations by

earning (i.e. Hebbian synapse modification), and stored as long-
erm memory in the cortical connectivity matrix. They are then
ctivated in the short-term for cognitive functions such as working
emory. Thus, there exists a structural identity between long and

hort-term knowledge representations (Fuster, 2009). However,
hile evidence from working memory tasks supports this general

iew (Fuster and Bressler, 2012), the precise mechanism through
hich the activation of cognits transpires is not known. Nonethe-

ess, the cognit is theoretically relevant as a bridge between long
nd short timescales of network-supported cognitive behavior. It
s this explicit application to learning and memory that separates
he cognit from the synergy as a theoretical entity. Conversely, a
roperty of synergies that has yet to be demonstrated in the brain

s that in response to the perturbation of one component of a syn-
rgy during ordinary function, other components compensate to
nsure functional integrity (Kelso, 2009). In sum, although there
s strong evidence for the existence of cognits in the brain, little
s known about their dynamics, and the concept of synergies may
rove to be important for understanding how different cognit com-
onents (nodes) cooperate during cognitive function. In fact, the
uture development of these two lines of theory may  bring them
loser to one another.

Another unifying principle that may  prove crucial for under-
tanding the network basis of cognitive brain function, is that of
ontext, a concept that has been extensively discussed with respect
o visual perception (Albright and Stoner, 2002; Bar, 2004; Lee,
009; Oliva and Torralba, 2007). With respect to neurocognitive
etworks, (Bressler and McIntosh, 2007) distinguish two inter-
elated types of context. The first, neural context, refers to the
rocessing environment in which a network node operates as the
etwork carries out a particular cognitive function. Neural context
rises from the dynamic landscape of interacting network nodes
hat are relevant for that function. Thus, the processing capabili-
ies of an individual network node are not intrinsic to the node, but
Please cite this article in press as: Meehan, T.P., Bressler, S.L., Neurocogn
Rev. (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.08.002

ather depend on the combination of other nodes with which the
ode engages to carry out the function. The second type of con-
ext, called situational context, consists of the set of environmental
tic and ontogenetic patterns on a timescale of seconds to minutes by potentia-
us modulation induces transient patterns of engagement between network nodes.
eproduced with permission from Bressler and Tognoli (2006).

features and demands to which the organism is subjected at a given 

moment (Bressler and McIntosh, 2007). As such, situational context
constrains the expression of neural context in the brain. Situational 

context is related to the concept of embodiment discussed above,
since it refers to influences on the brain from both the external and 

internal environments of the organism.
The notion of context raises an important point about the com- 

putational aspects of neurocognitive networks. As mentioned in 

Section 1, the understanding of neurocognitive networks came 

about as part of the shift from localizationist to distributed network 

perspectives of cognitive neuroscience. This shift was accompanied 

by a corresponding shift in computational understanding from a 

serial-modular to a parallel-distributed processing view. Mumford 

(1994) offered a parallel-distributed view of neural computing 

that, in contrast to serial-modular processing, predicted an optimal 

capability for information sharing between brain regions with no 

“hiding of local variables”. This view is consistent with the idea of 

computationally relevant networks discussed at NCN 2010, with 

evidence showing that stronger functional connectivity predicts 

better behavioral performance (Section 2), and with network mod- 

els, such as the DSN (Section 4), that show the ability to engage in 

high-level cognitive computation. Based on these considerations, 

we argue that, by virtue of their structure, function, and dynam- 

ics, neurocognitive networks are crucial computational entities that 

enable cognition. 

It is clear from the wide range of topics discussed in this paper, 

and motivated by discussions at NCN 2010, that neurocognitive 

networks have many structural, functional, and dynamic aspects 

that are the subject of an enormous number of empirical, model- 

ing, and theoretical studies in neuroscience, cognitive science, and 

computer science. To understand the neural basis of cognition is 

one of the most fundamental research goals in all of science today, 

and neurocognitive networks are playing an increasingly important 

role in that effort. What is more, neurocognitive networks are being 

increasingly identified as crucial foci of neurological and psychi- 

atric impairment. A growing trend over the past several years has 

been to classify different neurological or psychiatric disorders in 

terms of neurocognitive network dysfunction (Arguello and Gogos, 
itive networks: Findings, models, and theory. Neurosci. Biobehav.

2012; Barttfeld et al., 2011; Castellanos, 2011; Hawellek et al., 2011; 1284

Menon, 2011; Wu et al., 2010). As the network paradigm contin- 1285

ues to take hold in cognitive neuroscience, a deeper theoretical 1286
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nderstanding of the critical importance of neurocognitive network
unction, and a more profound comprehension of the consequences
f its breakdown, can be expected.
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